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1. Introduction

Television sets used to be standalone devices with the main purpose of receiving TV channels. Convergence, i.e. “the progressive merger of traditional broadcast services and the internet” (European Commission, 2013), has overhauled this situation dramatically. According to Ofcom, connected TVs or “smart TVs” are rapidly diffusing in Western-European countries with market shares above or close to 40 per cent (Ofcom, 2015a).

One fundamental difference between watching traditional TV and today’s consumption of television and other audiovisual content via smart TVs but also mobile phones and tablets (Nielsen, 2015) is that these devices are connected to the internet. Connected devices enable the collection of very detailed information about media consumption and behavior of individual users. Such information can be used to create detailed user profiles, which in turn can feed into personalized services, personalised recommendations but also behaviorally targeted advertising.

In so doing, smart TVs, like other connected devices, trigger privacy and data protection issues (Walden & Woods, 2011). Unlike other connected devices, we will show that the collection of information about the viewing behavior of users can provide very detailed and sensitive insights into what users think, know, and believe. Therefore, we argue, special attention to the issue of privacy is needed, not only from the perspective of data protection law, but also media law and policy. Studying the examples of cases from Germany and the Netherlands, in which regulatory authorities have started to develop the contours of a special privacy regime for media users, we will develop suggestions for better accommodating the specific privacy concerns in the audiovisual media sector.

At present, these issues sit squarely in EU law, which provides for distinct regulatory regimes for audiovisual media services, electronic communications and data protection. The traditional focus of the EU’s media policy is on the supply of television and television-like content, i.e. what used to be broadcasting. Walden and Woods (2011) observed that “broadcasting was diffuse, with no identifiable pathways to individual viewers, whose consumption of particular programming was therefore effectively anonymous.” For that matter, there is currently very little recognition in EU policy of particular privacy concerns about the monitoring of users’ consumption of media content.

This article sets out to challenge the isolation of media policy from specific concerns about citizens’ and users’ privacy and data protection, in audiovisual and online content, at EU level. On the one hand, the objective of the EU’s data protection law is to protect individuals’ fundamental rights to privacy and the protection of their personal data. It is not concerned with upholding the values of an
EU media policy, such as ensuring the freedom of EU citizens to freely receive information, including from audiovisual and online media, while not being exposed to monitoring and tracking. The EU’s media policy, on the other hand, strangely avoids the emerging issues of monitoring and tracking users’ media consumption, the role of targeted advertising and how media personalisation strategies could affect media pluralism for better or worse.¹ This seems wholly inadequate considering the important role of television and online media in pluralistic and democratic societies in member states and the EU.

The policy issues surrounding privacy, data protection and personalisation with smart TVs and in the online media sector are still relatively young and have thus been only sporadically addressed in the literature. German legal literature flagged legal challenges with connected TV, however, primarily concerned with application of German law (Ladeur & Gostomzyk, 2014) and discusses associated privacy risks in light of German legal requirements (Ghiglieri, Hansen, Nebel, Pörschke, & Flom, 2016; Schmidtmann & Schwiering, 2014). The European Audiovisual Observatory’s (2016) recently published report on “Smart TV and data protection” applies EU sectoral regulation to the smart TV ecosystem.² The article of Walden and Woods (2011) is one of the first that have taken up the topic of broadcasting privacy more explicitly. The authors argue for a more cognizant policy on broadcasting privacy, albeit from the perspective of the challenges that convergence poses for upholding the traditional legal distinction between ‘broadcasting’ and ‘communications services’ in relation to the privacy safeguards pertaining to electronic communications. Besides, there are a number of more technical contributions discussing facets of personal data-intensive content services and threats to privacy and security (Ghiglieri, Oswald, & Tews, 2013; Michèle & Karpow, 2014), however, these are mostly focused on the technology, and less concerned with the legal and policy aspects.

Building on Walden and Woods’ (2011) critique, the article argues that the monitoring and tracking of users of interactive audiovisual media services should be a concern of EU and national media policy in view of changing market realities. This article’s specific contribution lies in presenting facts from implementation and enforcement actions in two Member States, Germany and the Netherlands, and demonstrating how here a new approach of acknowledging and protecting the specific privacy interests of media users is emerging. It places these initiatives within the broader context of an emerging body of literature that argues in favour of the important contribution of protecting privacy for the freedom to receive information and hold opinions (Cohen, 1996; Krotoszynski, 2016; Richards, 2008; Rössler, 2005; Solove, 2010). It is also the first article to draw possible lessons for an adequate approach in media policy to protecting users’ privacy in relation to smart TV and media content, also at the EU level.

The reason for covering in particular Germany and the Netherlands is that in both countries the protection of users’ privacy and personal data in relation to smart TV and interactive television services has become enforcement priorities. Germany provides a good case study on turning a sectoral investigation into concrete policy guidance for stakeholders of the smart TV and interconnected television services’ ecosystem. The Netherlands have seen three enforcement actions by the Dutch Data Protection Authority against leading providers of interactive television services. Thus, it is not about offering a complete comparative review across member states but to focus on Germany and the

¹ For example, Netflix claims it is investing $150 m (approx. €120 m) in improving personalised recommendation services per year (Roettgers, 2014).
² Please note that Kristina Irion is a contributing author to this report.
Netherlands, where local data protection authorities have advanced their legal assessment the furthest.

This article is structured as follows: it starts by fact-finding, to provide the necessary background on smart and connected TV, audiovisual and online media, and the collection and use of personal data in this field. The second section offers a brief overview of EU data protection law, hereby already incorporating the new General Data Protection Directive (GDPR), and the challenges of monitoring and tracking users’ viewing habits and other new purposes for which personal data is being processed. The third section presents implementation activities in Germany and enforcement actions in the Netherlands in relation to smart TV and interactive media services. The fourth section explores the missing link between users’ viewing privacy and media policy and offers some arguments as to why the latter could be falling short given the central role of the media in democracies and users’ rights to freely receive information. This is followed by the conclusions, in which we will also reflect about lessons to be learned from the initiatives in the Netherlands and Germany for EU and national law and policy.

2. Personal data processing via smart TVs: A fact-finding mission

Recently, the connective capabilities of smart TVs made headlines in several European countries for divulging users’ privacy in a variety of ways. In 2013, the media reported that a smart TV was found to transfer information about what users are viewing and the filenames on an external storage device to the equipment manufacturer (Arthur, 2013). In 2015, the voice control of a smart TV made headlines for incidentally eavesdropping on private conversations which were transmitted online to a specialised voice recognition provider in yet another country (Crossley, 2015). This incident raised the question of whether words spoken inside the home are still private. In both cases the equipment manufacturers concerned took measures to address certain technical and legal shortcomings and to bring their activities in line with the relevant data protection laws.

Besides anecdotal evidence in the media, two technical tests have informed our understanding of personal data flows via smart TVs. In 2014, a German consumer test institute published a report about its investigation into data flows from the smart TVs of nine equipment manufacturers (Stiftung Warentest, 2014). The test covered the interactive return channel via HbbTV,3 when the smart TV is connected to the internet and the user has activated the function via the red button on the remote control. The report criticised the fact that apart from the TV channels which receive the request of the user to access their online services via HbbTV, this information was in some cases also sent to a third party web analytics provider (Ghiglieri et al., 2013; Stiftung Warentest, 2014). Three smart TVs were found to transmit their device identification number which is a unique identifier that can be used to single out an individual user (Stiftung Warentest, 2014).4 German media covered this report widely, which prompted the competent German data protection authorities to launch a coordinated investigation into smart TVs.

In 2015, the Bavarian Data Protection Authority (Bayerisches Landesamt für Datenschutzaufsicht) took the lead and conducted a test on the smart TVs of 13 manufacturers,

---

3 Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV (HbbTV) is an industry standard by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), which enables the delivery of a wide range of services, such as catch-up TV, video-on-demand, electronic programming guides, interactive advertising and personalised services, among other things.

4 Ibid. (Fn. 5).
covering ca. 90 per cent of the German market (BayLDA, 2015). This test was not part of an enforcement action but a sectoral investigation into data flows from smart TVs. It followed a technical protocol to test, in relation to certain functions and events, which data flowed from the TV and to which destination. However, whenever data flows from the smart TV were encrypted (which is best practice from an information security point of view) that could conceal whether personal data was being transmitted. The test results proved that users’ personal data was already being widely collected via the smart TV by all kinds of providers (cf. Table 1). However, the discovered data flows cannot be regarded as evidence of an infringement by certain providers because they have yet to be appraised under German data protection law.

Table 1. Data flows from smart TVs of 13 equipment manufacturers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function of the smart TV/ event</th>
<th>Data flows</th>
<th>Destination server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unencrypted</td>
<td>Encrypted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watching linear television</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching between TV channels</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of recorder function</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Equipment manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect external storage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Equipment manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using apps</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>App store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using EPG (personalisation)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EPG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on Annex 1 (Bayerische Landesamt für Datenschutzaufsicht, 2015.

There are a number of important lessons to be learned from this information. At its most basic, the smart TV is a connected device through which, in addition to the equipment manufacturer, an entire ecosystem of providers is offering its services to the user. TV channels now tend to offer two types of service: television programmes and on-demand audiovisual media services, often via their own app. The electronic programming guide (EPG) can be an affiliated or independent provider, who -- in either case – is increasingly embarking on personalised recommendation services. Apart from this, smart TVs link to an app store, the provider of which is often the equipment manufacturer but not always. Via the app store numerous third party apps are made available to the user, such as the apps of TV channels, games, etc. Additional third parties are involved in offering numerous auxiliary services, such as voice recognition and analytics to name but a few. Services delivering advertising in connection with online content of TV channels, the EPG and apps are also becoming increasingly involved. Ultimately, connectivity via HbbTV and internet protocol is provided by an electronic network operator.

Secondly, while the smart TV ecosystem is rapidly taking shape, there is clearly a trend on the part of the equipment manufacturer and service providers to take full advantage of users’ personal data. Personal data is used for a variety of purposes, such as measurement and analytics, tracking viewing behaviour and profiling, personalised content recommendations, and targeted or behavioural advertising. Considerations of privacy, data protection and security are legal requirements which, arguably, are still in the process of being fully asserted in the smart TV ecosystem. At different speeds, equipment manufacturers and service providers are catching-up with legal requirements, for example by providing compulsory information and asking for users’ consent to the processing of

---

5 The apps of certain public service broadcasters are very popular and in total 32 apps from 17 member states were in the top-ten most downloaded apps in Google Play and Apple App Store (Visionary Analytics, SQW, & Ramboll, 2016).

6 E.g. in the Netherlands the app store accessible via the Philips smart TV is TP Vision, a joint venture (CBP, 2013).
personal data. Apart from this, the diversification of personal data flows in the smart TV ecosystem poses new challenges for oversight and enforcement as will be discussed below. In addition, audiovisual media policy at EU and member states levels is facing new challenges from the fading anonymity of media consumption and the prospect of an increasingly personalised media environment, neither of which are properly understood yet.

Finally, the TV set remains a highly important device for individuals’ private and family lives and home, something which renders smart TV’s appetite for personal data quite a concern. This is reflected by the outcome of a user survey that was conducted in the context of the Personalised Communications research project. In the survey we asked a representative sample of Dutch adults (N=1,556) about their attitudes to a TV that (now or in the future) could collect their personal data. It was explained that this personal data would be used to customise information, for example in order to deliver advertising or recommendations based on their personal preferences. Almost two thirds of the participants (66.5%) found this unacceptable. While users enjoy the benefits of video-on-demand and personalised recommendation services, for example, in their attitudes towards monitoring users are not differentiating between desirable and perhaps undesirable personal data use. Such broad rejection levels are in line with findings elsewhere that EU citizens’ are concerned about their everyday activities being monitored (European Commission, 2015). It is of course impossible to infer any direct conclusions for regulatory action from findings as these, however, it should be taken at least as a signal that this is an issue that should be on the radar screen of regulatory authorities, seeing the fast proliferation of smart TVs in Europe.

Figure 1: Attitudes towards TV collecting personal data

Nevertheless, it is known from the literature that there is a discrepancy between individuals’ attitudes and actions in the context of privacy and data protection. What has become known as the privacy paradox can be attributed to different possible causes. Acquisti, Brandimarte, & Loewenstein (2015) explain the often counter-intuitive dynamics of individual decision-making with uncertainty about the consequences of privacy-related behaviours and their own preferences over those

---

7 Via a cross-sectional survey, the data was collected from among a representative sample of Dutch adults (N=1,556). The data was collected through Computer Assisted Web Interviewing (CAWI) in the period from 05 October 2015 to 14 November 2015. The survey was administered by the Dutch polling company CentERdata and drawn from the Dutch academic household panel LISS.
consequences; the context dependence of people’s concern, or lack thereof, about privacy; and the
degree to which privacy concerns are malleable in the service of commercial interests. This article
would actually support an additional cause: that users’ agency is significantly reduced because
information duties have not been complied with and default settings were not conducive to preserving
users’ and viewers’ privacy.

3. The EU data protection framework applying to interactive audiovisual media services

In the EU, the rights to the protection of privacy and personal data are fundamental rights
 guaranteed in Articles 7 and 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU. EU data protection
law aims at ensuring “effective and complete protection of the fundamental rights and freedoms of
natural persons” (CJEU, 2014). Based on its exclusive competence in Article 16(2) TFEU, the EU
legislator recently accomplished its reform of EU data protection law. The General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) (European Parliament and the Council, 2016) will enter into force in May 2018
and will repeal the 1995 Data Protection Directive (European Parliament and the Council, 1995). The
Regulation will set directly applicable law in all EU Member States. This article already incorporates
the legal situation under the GDPR.

3.1 The new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

The GDPR defines the scope of application, key concepts and the legal framework for the lawful
processing of personal data in EU law. The following encompasses the essentials of data protection as
provided for under EU law and relevant to the consumption of audiovisual media and online content.

Personal data is defined as “any information relating to an identified or an identifiable natural
person” (European Parliament and the Council, 2016). The definition is satisfied if an individual can
be identified directly or indirectly by reference to an identifier, such as an online identifier. As
emerged in the section above, smart TVs and online media are collecting and processing a range of
personal data from users, notably subscriber information and - as long as it is linked to a particular
user via the subscription or another unique identifier -- a user’s viewing habits relating to television
programmes and switching between channels, the use of apps and location data, among other things.
For example, collecting and linking information to device identification numbers, unique cookies and
even dynamic IP addresses falls under the scope of data protection law (CJEU, 2011, 2016; Kuner,
2007; F. Zuiderveen Borgesius, 2016). Voice and facial recognition techniques, which make use of
biometric data unique to an individual, also meet the definition of personal data (Article 29 Working
Party, 2003, 2012). Only anonymous or truly anonymised data would fall outside the material scope

In order for the processing of personal data to be legitimate, it has to have a justifiable legal basis
and it has to meet the principles of data quality. Personal data flows from smart TVs and when using
online content can be necessary for the performance of a contract, to which the user is a party (Article
6(1)(b) GDPR). Processing subscriber information is, for example, necessary to give access to audiovisual content and for billing purposes. Personalised recommendation services at the request of a user would also require some information about the user’s preferences. However, the service provider is obliged to provide the user with detailed information about the processing of her personal data in advance (Article 13 GDPR). In order to satisfy the information obligation, that information must include the identity of the provider, the purposes for which the data is intended and used, whether the data is to be transferred to any third party or recipient, and it must explain the user’s rights in relation to his data.
The processing of personal data can also be legitimately based on the consent of the user (Article 6(1)(a) GDPR). In the absence of another legal basis for the processing of personal data consent is often the only viable legal basis for rendering data processing lawful. For example, monitoring users’ consumption of audiovisual media for the purpose of building individual profiles and targeting advertising to a user’s preferences are two distinct purposes to which the user has to consent. By virtue of the law, ‘consent’ is “any freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the data subject's wishes by which he or she […] signifies agreement to the processing of personal data relating to him or her”” (Article 4(11) GDPR). For any consent to be informed, information about the processing of personal data has to be provided upfront, containing the details listed in Article 13 of the GDPR.

The GDPR also defines ‘special categories of personal data’ as “personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership, and the processing of data concerning health or sex life” (Article 9(1) GDPR). From the consumption of audiovisual media and online content it is certainly possible to make inferences about individual users, for example that viewers of minority or diaspora television may belong to this ethnic group or that viewers of certain adult content share a similar sexual orientation. Pursuant to the GDPR the processing of these special categories of personal data for ordinary commercial purposes is prohibited, unless the user has given his explicit consent (Article 9(2)(a) GDPR).

Those equipment manufacturers and service providers who are in control of the data processing activities have obligations to ensure the confidentiality and security of the processing. To this end, they have to take appropriate technical and organisational measures to secure personal data, “in particular where the processing involves the transmission of data over a network” (Article 24(1) GDPR). The involvement of third parties, who for example provide auxiliary services, must be governed by a contract or another binding legal act, which instructs and limits how the personal data can be used (Article 28(3) GDPR). Finally, the Data Protection Directive prohibits the transfer of personal data to third countries outside the EU and the European Economic Area, except where this meets certain legal requirements or can be derogated from (Articles 44f. GDPR).

3.2 The discrete but disparate contribution of the e-Privacy Directive

A second relevant instrument at EU level is the e-Privacy Directive (European Parliament and the Council, 2002b), which regulates various aspects of privacy and the processing of personal data in the electronic communications sector. The e-Privacy Directive complements general data protection law and, where it applies, supersedes the general rules. As part of the EU’s regulatory package on e-communications, the obligations under the e-Privacy Directive are addressed to providers of public electronic communications networks and services as defined in yet another legal instrument, the so-called Framework Directive (European Parliament and the Council, 2002a).

In their contribution, Walden and Woods (2011) already observed that the regulatory division of labour, which traditionally distinguishes between electronic communications and content regulation, fails to offer technologically neutral legal protection. For example, the HbbTV-provider, i.e. the provider of the interactive return-channel, would be bound by the e-Privacy Directive in its entirety. The scope of application, however, excludes by definition equipment manufacturers because they are not provider of electronic networks and services. But also content service providers are excluded, which – albeit electronically transmitted - are broadcasting content (“intended for a potentially unlimited audience”, Recital (16) e-Privacy Directive), services involving editorial

---

8 “Intended for a potentially unlimited audience”, Recital 16 e-Privacy Directive, ibid. (fn. 29).
control (Article 2(c) Framework Directive),\(^9\) information society services (Recital (10) and Article 2(c) Framework Directive),\(^10\) and other over-the-top (OTT) services (Jakobsen, 2014). Their personal data processing activities are regulated by the GDPR instead. This is also the reason why the e-Privacy Directive is currently in the process of being reviewed for internal consistency and relevance for today’s personal data-rich economy (European Commission, 2015).

There is one important exception in which the e-Privacy Directive applies indiscriminately to all players and “worldwide” (Article 29 Working Party, 2013): the requirement on the storing of information and access to information already stored in the terminal equipment of a subscriber or user, which is better known as the ‘cookie-rule’ (Article 5(3) e-Privacy Directive). Apart from computers and other connected devices, also storing cookies and beacons on consumer equipment used for digital television is within the scope of the regulation, which explicitly covers “consumer equipment used for digital television” (Recital (8) Framework Directive). Henceforth, storing cookies and using them as identifiers “is only allowed on condition that the subscriber or user concerned has given his or her consent, having been provided with clear and comprehensive information” (Article 5(3) e-Privacy Directive). This translates into a duty on equipment manufacturers and service providers to display a privacy notice and obtain users’ consent before storing cookies or accessing information stored on smart TVs. Alternatively, such measures are permitted under EU law when they are strictly necessary to provide an information society service upon the explicit request of the subscriber or user (Article 5(3) e-Privacy Directive). For instance, the authentication of a subscriber or user may mean accessing information previously stored for that purpose on the TV set.

4. Emerging case law carving out heightened privacy protection for media users in Germany and the Netherlands

This section offers a brief overview of implementation and enforcement actions at the member states level. It is, after all, national regulators that implement and enforce EU data protection law and national laws pursuant to the e-Privacy Directive. Member States do have some level of discretion as to how they achieve the desired ends of an EU directive (Craig & De Burca, 2015). Moreover, the EU has only marginal competences in the field of culture that is subsidiary to Member States’ cultural policy (Irion & Valcke, 2015). In that sense, national variations can also inform policy on data protection in the audiovisual and online media sector. This has to be borne in mind when looking at implementation activities in Germany and enforcement actions in the Netherlands that are summarised below.

4.1 Smart TVs and data protection in Germany

Germany has a federal Data Protection Act (Bundesdatenschutzgesetz) and, in addition, data protection rules dedicated to broadcasting services and on-demand audiovisual media services. The law on broadcasting services takes the form of a federal treaty (Rundfunkstaatsvertrag) which, by reference, incorporates the data protection rules on so-called telemedia (Telemediengesetz). The definition of telemedia services covers, inter alia, on-demand audiovisual media and online content

---


\(^10\) Information society services “are not covered by the scope of this Directive because they do not consist wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signals on electronic communications networks.” Recital 10 and Article 2(c) of Directive 2002/21/EC, ibid.
services. As a result, broadcasting services and on-demand audiovisual media services and online content services adhere to the same set of rules on data protection, which underscore the high level of protection afforded to personal data generated in the course of media consumption.

As a German peculiarity, which does not find expression in EU law, Germany has specific privacy safeguards in its media law (Schmidtman & Schwiering, 2014). Remarkable is that users have the right to use services anonymously, insofar as this is technically feasible.11 The Telemedia Act treats the use of subscriber information (Bestandsdaten) and usage data (Nutzungsdaten) of individual users differently. Another deviation from EU law allows service providers to create usage profiles linked to pseudonyms for enumerated purposes, such as advertising and market research, unless the user has objected. To that end, the Telemedia Act requires a clear separation between the usage profile and the individual user of the service, and pseudonyms should not simply reproduce unique identifiers generated by the service. German law moreover prohibits the sharing of personal data on the use of television and on-demand audiovisual media services with third parties. Only anonymised usage data can be shared with third parties for market research and analytical purposes.

German authorities have taken successive measures that aim to implement local data protection law in the context of smart TV. The efforts launched with a policy document entitled “Smart TV only with smart data protection” (Smarter Fernsehen nur mit smartem Datenschutz) which was released in 2014 (Düsseldorfer Kreis & der Datenschutzbeauftragten der öffentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunkanstalten, 2014). This was followed by the smart TV test action, conducted under the lead of the Bavarian Data Protection Authority (Bayerisches Landesamt für Datenschutz und Infokultur), which was introduced as part of a fact-finding exercise (BayLDA, 2015). Based on the legal assessment of the sectoral investigation, the competent data protection authorities of the federal states prepared a guidance document on smart TV (Düsseldorfer Kreis, 2015). This guidance document serves to inform the stakeholders in the smart TV ecosystem and aligns the interpretation of data protection requirements among German data protection authorities.

The first policy document “Smart TV only with smart data protection” (Smarter Fernsehen nur mit smartem Datenschutz) was issued as a joint position by the data protection authorities competent to enforce data protection laws in the private sector which were leading coordination efforts via the so-called Düsseldorfer Kreis (2015). The policy document received the support of the conference of media authorities (Konferenz der Direktoren der Landesanstalten für Medien) and the data protection officers of the public service media organisations in Germany (ARD and ZDF). This is a remarkable alliance of data protection authorities and independent public service media and it has the very symbolic support of the media regulators for audiovisual services in the private sector.

The document introduces the connected capabilities of smart TVs and states that it is not so clear to users anymore whether they are watching television or accessing on-demand services. It recognises that the interactive return-channel can be used to track users and analyse users’ individual media consumption. It continues with a principled statement that television is an important medium for the dissemination of information and the free formation of opinions; the right to access information is a fundamental right and the foundation of a free and democratic society. It then concludes that the enjoyment of this right would be seriously impaired by the collection, analysis and use of data on media consumption.

---

11 Art. 13 (4) No. 6 of the German Telemedia Law (Telemediendienste-Gesetz).
The policy document sets out four requirements for smart TV ensuing from German data protection law. Firstly, the anonymous use of television services must be guaranteed for both normal and smart TVs. The profiling of individual television consumption is not permissible without the informed and explicit consent of the user. Secondly, equipment manufacturers, television channels and other providers of online services, within the scope of the Telemedia Act, must either obtain users’ consent or confine themselves to processing personal data as it is provided for by law. It provides details about the use of subscriber data, information obligations and the legal possibility of creating pseudonymized profiles under the Telemedia Act. Thirdly, it calls for the observance of the principle of “privacy by default” meaning that factory settings should comply with legal requirements and allow anonymous viewing of television. Information obligations are stressed again along with the fact that users must have the possibility to manage settings and cookies. The fourth requirement relates to technical security and calls for the protection of devices and data traffic against unauthorised access by third parties.

The guidance document, which was issued after the policy document and the sectoral investigation, offers a much more detailed assessment of what is required under German data protection law in relation to various purposes and what is required of the various players (Düsseldorfer Kreis, 2015). It strictly applies the relevant provisions from the Telemedia Act and the federal Data Protection Act while dealing mainly with the data flows from smart TV and its ecosystem. The legal assessment is modular, in response to the specific activities involved in the processing of personal data and almost reads like a manual for compliance. At the same time, the guidance document sets the legal benchmarks against which the processing of personal data through smart TV and content services will be assessed. There has been no public enforcement action so far and a more recent consumer test finds no significant improvement in the upfront compliance with German data protection law (Stiftung Warentest, 2016).

4.2 Enforcement priority on tracking in the Netherlands

The Dutch Data Protection Authority (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens) supervises compliance with the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act. In 2014, the Authority identified the theme ‘tracking and tracing’ as one of its enforcement priorities and with this the tracking of viewing behaviour (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2014). To date it investigated three companies processing personal data in interactive digital TV and online services through smart TVs – this will be summarised below.

4.2.1 Enforcement against TP Vision

The first enforcement action took place in 2013 against the Dutch company TP Vision (CBP, 2013), which is a joint venture with the equipment manufacturer of Philips smart TVs. TP Vision, who collected and processed the personal data of Philips Smart TV users in the Netherlands, was found to be in violation of Dutch data protection law on three grounds: firstly, the services did not provide information about the processing of personal data and the purposes for which the data was processed when the smart TV was first deployed. Secondly, TP Vision did not obtain users’ valid consent for placing tracking cookies on the smart TV. For consent to be valid it has to be an opt-in.

---

12 A German consumer protection organisations won a civil law case against a Samsung smart TV because the terms of service and the privacy notice were incomprehensible and the TV transferred personal data without a legal basis, Landgericht Frankfurt am Main, judgment of 10 June 2016, case 2-03 O 364/15 (in German).
13 Formerly College bescherming persoonsgegevens (CBP).
15 An estimated 1.2 million Philips Smart TVs have been sold in the Netherlands since 2009, ibid.
decision as well as being free, in the sense that it must be possible not to consent. Thirdly, TP Vision transferred the personal data of its users to third parties without the requisite contractual agreement.

What is remarkable about the enforcement action against TP Vision is that the authority classified the collected personal data as sensitive because it can reveal very individual patterns which could potentially disclose the specific social background, financial or family situation. This is a creative interpretation of the law which, under EU law, only recognises the dichotomy of personal data and special categories of personal data. This new middle category of sensitive personal data sort of raises the stakes with its need for protection under Dutch law. As a result of the enforcement action TP Vision brought its operations into line with Dutch law, however, the Dutch Authority is not yet satisfied about how information is provided to the users.

4.2.2 Enforcement against cable TV operator Ziggo

In its second enforcement action, the Dutch Data Protection Authority investigated the Dutch cable TV operator Ziggo, which since early 2014 has been a subsidiary of the UK listed company Liberty Global (Daalen, 2014). Analogously with the TP Vision enforcement action, Ziggo infringed Dutch data protection law when monitoring its users’ viewing of interactive digital television services (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2015). The company failed to provide clear information about the processing of personal data and the purpose for which it was used and did not obtain the users’ unambiguous consent to the data processing. Ziggo made successive concessions to comply with Dutch data protection law, such as introducing information for users and obtaining users’ consent.

In its reasoning, the authority distinguished between three content services offered by Ziggo, being: linear television, video on-demand and pay-per-view. Via interactive television decoders, the company monitored users’ content viewing in all three categories of content services, for purposes such as audience measurement, personalised recommendations, but also direct marketing. Again, the authority invoked its notion of sensitive personal data, with the argument that from monitoring media consumption a precise impression about someone’s behaviour and preferences can be formed. Again this raises the stakes for Ziggo to use this personal data for other purposes, then delivering its services to its users, unless the individuals have given their explicit consent to additional purposes.

The processing of such sensitive personal data beyond what is necessary for the performance of the contract would necessitate the explicit consent of the user. The Dutch Data Protection Authority underscored that in order to obtain an explicit consent, users must also be given the opportunity not to agree to the processing. In the course of the investigation, Ziggo improved the option for users to agree or disagree to personalised recommendation services. Another consequence of attributing media consumption as sensitive personal data is that Ziggo’s interest in processing such data cannot weight heavier than individuals’ interest in them not being used. As a result of the investigation, Ziggo stopped using personal data about the consumption of video-on-demand and asks for users’ explicit consent for the collection of pay-per-view data from its users, which mainly pertains to sports and adult content.

4.2.3 Enforcement against XS4ALL and KPN

The third enforcement action in relation to digital interactive television was directed against XS4ALL who is another provider of interactive television services (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2016b). The Dutch Data Protection Authority concluded that XS4ALL, and its mother company KPN
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16 With 2.3 million users Ziggo is the biggest provider of digital television services in the Netherlands. The investigation had some ramifications with cable TV qualifying as electronic communications network operator, which are further discussed in Section 5.2 below.
jointly control the processing of customers’ personal data about their viewing behaviour (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2016a). The authority repeated that such personal data is of a sensitive nature because it can reveal someone’s behaviour and interest. Similar to the other two cases, the companies failed to provide essential information about the purposes for the processing of personal data to its customers. Even after XS4ALL furnished a privacy notice it reserved the right to introduce changes to its policy without notifying customers, which contradicts Dutch law.

A new aspect of this enforcement action was that customers’ viewing behaviour was used for producing TV ratings, which is a form of market analysis which the companies used for several other purposes. The personal data was not effectively anonymised because the original log files were still available for up to six months. Absent of customers’ explicit consent to the use of their personal data for TV ratings XS4ALL and KPN did not have a legal basis in data protection law. The companies discontinued producing TV ratings in order to bring their activities in line with the findings of the Dutch Data Protection Authority (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2016a).

4.2.4. Dutch enforcement actions confirming sensitive nature of individuals’ media consumption

With these three enforcement actions the Dutch Data Protection Authority created precedents for the application of data protection law with respect to the processing of personal data when users viewed audiovisual and online media via smart TV and interactive television services. It was asserted that unambiguous consent is required by law for any purpose other than that which is strictly necessary for the performance of the contract. This in turn necessitates clear and complete information about the collection of personal data and its uses. The legal assessment is fairly similar to what would be required under EU data protection law.

What can be considered a specific Dutch interpretation of the law is applying the notion of sensitive personal data to the consumption of audiovisual content. In view of the particularly precise inferences that can be drawn from such data about individuals’ behaviour and preferences, the Dutch data protection authority underscored in its enforcement actions that it will not tolerate the use of media consumption data without an informed express consent by the concerned user. EU data protection law, which is at the root of the Dutch legislation, does neither foresee this explicitly nor would it preclude \textit{de lege lata} attributing special sensitivity to personal data about media consumption.

5. The missing link: Users’ viewing privacy and media policy

One of the particularities of the discussion on smart TV and interconnected media services in relation to individuals’ privacy is that it seems to take place in relative isolation from the media law and policy debate about convergence and connected devices, or the re-visititation of the Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD) (European Parliament and of the Council, 2010). In its 2013 Green Paper on Convergence, for example, the European Commission does acknowledge the fact that “the processing of personal data is often the prerequisite for the functioning of new services, even though the individual is often not fully aware of the collection and processing of personal data” (European Commission, 2013). Having said that, the consultation document makes it very clear that - in the view of the European Commission - these matters should, in the first place, be a matter for EU data protection regulation. Similarly, both, the Audiovisual Media Service Directive, and the draft proposal for its amendment do not include provisions on data protection and privacy, but refer to EU data protection law.

This clear division of tasks between audiovisual media law and data protection law is also reflected in the current debate about smart TVs and interactive audiovisual media services. The
objective of the following section is to challenge this division of labour and to make the argument that the issue of users’ viewing privacy is also a matter for media law and policy at EU and Member States’ level, taking its embedded values and objectives into account. So far, we have demonstrated that smart TVs, like other connected devices, have to adhere to the principles of data protection to ensure that the way information about users is collected and processed is fair and lawful. Another question is to which ends this information is being used, and how the tracking and profiling of viewers relates to other fundamental rights and freedoms than privacy and data protection, for example individuals’ freedom of expression.

It is important to realize the critical difference between the consumption of online content via smart TV and other connected devices and similar monitoring and tracking of usage in the context of other online services via computers, smart phones or wearables: smart TVs and interactive television services collect, as the Dutch Data Protection Authority already hinted at, ‘sensitive personal data’, i.e. information that can give a pertinent picture of someone’s interests or social background, habits and preferences and that can be used to influence users in a way that impacts on their rights and interests.

Even more explicit on the possible tension between freedom of expression and the monitoring of viewers’ behavior via smart TVs has been the German data protection authorities in the Düsseldorfer Kreis. As the Düsseldorfer Kreis observed:

“Fernsehen ist ein maßgebliches Medium der Informationsvermittlung und notwendige Bedingung für eine freie Meinungsbildung. Das Recht auf freien Informationszugang ist verfassungsrechtlich geschützt und Grundbedingung der freiheitlich demokratischen Grundordnung. Die Wahrnehmung dieses Rechts würde durch die umfassende Erfassung, Auswertung und Nutzung des Nutzungsverhaltens empfindlich beeinträchtigt.” (Television is a central medium to inform and an essential conditions for the freedom of expression. The right to unhindered information access is constitutionally protected and necessary for the democratic order. The comprehensive collection, processing and using of information about user behavior will critically affect the exercise of that right. Translation by the authors). (Düsseldorfer Kreis & der Datenschutzbeauftragten der öffentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunkanstalten, 2014)

This warning from the Düsseldorfer Kreis echoes earlier concerns expressed by the Council of Europe in Strasbourg – an institution that has a long tradition in issuing guidance on matters of media law and policy, and that has influenced large parts of national media laws. The Council of Europe noted explicitly for the context of tracking users online, “[t]hese capabilities and practices can have a chilling effect on citizen participation in social, cultural and political life and, in the longer term, could have damaging effects on democracy. … More generally, they can endanger the exercise of freedom of expression and the right to receive and impart information protected under Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights” (Council of Europe, 2013). Chilling effects is an important concern in both the recommendations of the Council of Europe as well as the case law of the European Court of Human Rights (Townend, 2017).

Empirical evidence of potential chilling effects of monitoring the television and audiovisual media consumption is still scant. And yet, these are warnings that merit further attention and also research because today’s technical capabilities revert the previous default position of anonymous consumption that was implied with broadcasting technology. This is the broader context in which the right to watch media content anonymously in the German Telemedia Law and also the warning from
the Dutch Data Protection Authority about the particular sensitivity of tracking viewing behavior have to be seen.

The right to watch media content anonymously seems to be a direct response to Julie Cohen’s reflections about the importance of a ‘right to read anonymously’ (albeit in the context of digital rights management (DRM) technology) (Cohen, 1996). Basing her argument on US constitutional freedom of speech theory and the threat of chilling effects, Cohen (1996) suggests that the legislator should introduce “a right of anonymous access to reading material that are otherwise made available by willing distributors.” In a similar vein, the US scholar Neil Richards (2014) speaks out in favor of “intellectual privacy”. According to Richards, “a meaningful measure of privacy is critical to the most basic operations of expression, because it gives new ideas the room they need to grow.” Put differently, the protection of privacy is more than a value that merits protection on its own right but instrumental for other rights and values (Krotoszynski, 2016; Rössler, 2005; Solove, 2010).

Especially in the European constitutional tradition, the right to privacy and the attendant protection of personal data has been conceived as an enabling right to broadly further individuals’ fundamental rights and freedoms that would be conducive of human dignity and personal autonomy (Oostveen & Irion, 2017). In the context of the media, the right to privacy has to render a particular functional component: to create the necessary individual and - as the sum of its elements - democratic breathing space for intellectual development and for the participation in a public sphere of diverse media exposure. It is obvious why these are relevant considerations, also and especially in the context of smart TVs and interconnected media services, which – for the time being - remain one of the dominant sources citizens use to inform themselves (Newman, Fletcher, Levy, & Kleis Nielsen, 2016).

Having said so, protecting the intellectual privacy of users and their right to view anonymously can only be part of the response to monitoring, profiling and targeting users when watching TV and comparable non-linear formats. This is because there will be many instances in which watching not anonymously, and sharing preferences and reading habits with the media can be very useful for users if that means that the media can assist them through personalized recommendations and viewing suggestions. Insofar, it is important, but not enough to afford users some privacy to receive information unmonitored. Equally important is it to ensure that to the extent data collections, profiling and targeting is taking place, this is done in a way that is compatible with the democratic mission of the media, and other fundamental rights and freedoms of users, such as access to a plural and diverse media landscape. This is a discussion that goes beyond television channels and TV apps collecting users’ personal data but extends to many more service providers that take part in the media value chain and collect and use viewer’s data. In the following, four aspects in particular shall be highlighted.

5.1 Personalised recommendations and media pluralism

Probably the most salient issue, and one that has made its way also into the media law and policy discourse is the use of data to provide personalized recommendations, and how that relates to media law and privacy. As we have shown earlier, one of the objectives of data collections is for the use in EPGs, and to give personalized viewing recommendations. As such, learning about the user, his preferences and information needs, can be an important step in making the media more responsive to the needs of its user. Personalisation can be a means of bringing people into contact with content and information which they otherwise might not have looked for, or may not even have been aware that it existed (and is relevant to them) (Natali Helberger, 2011; Resnick, Garrett, Kriplean, Munson, & Stroud, 2013). But it also could have the opposite effect. The concerns that ‘filter-bubbles’ and ‘echo
chambers’ could have implications for the way people choose and engage with media content already
demonstrate that the collection and use of personal information of viewers could potentially conflict
with established values in media regulation.

The European Commission (2013a), in its Convergence Green Paper, tried to capture the
difficult balance between reaping the benefits of personalized recommendations, and the demands of a
plural and diverse choice for media users. The European Commission (2013) stressed, on the one
hand, the potential of filtering and personalization mechanisms to allow citizens "to navigate
efficiently through the information overload that characterizes the digital environment.” It also
acknowledged, however, that so doing, can influence traditional value chains and the role of media
providers as editors, but also “the de facto choice for citizens to access media offerings representing a
plurality of opinions and can lead to a situation where citizens potentially find themselves in a
vulnerable situation without realising it.” (ibid.).

While it is too early to draw any conclusions if, and under which conditions personalised
recommendations can affect media diversity (Resnick et al., 2013; F. J. Zuiderveen Borgesius et al.,
2016), it is clear that this is an issue that merits the attention of the regulatory authorities for the media
sector (in this sense also Ofcom, 2015b). As we will show further below, the division of powers
between media and data protection authorities renders this task more difficult, and is hence reason for
concern. Similar is true for the aforementioned division of labour between media and electronic
communications law. For the time being, recommendation services in the form of electronic service
guides are regulated under electronic communications law, and only few services have taken the
opportunity of adopting further-reaching obligations for recommendation services to promote media
political goals, such as media diversity (van der Sloot, 2012).

5.2 Confidentiality and data security

The security and confidentiality of viewers’ data is an aspect that Walden and Woods (2011)
treat prominently in their analysis. The authors make a clear point about the importance of securing
viewing data against interception and surveillance, and the results from our fact finding mission
earlier in this article seem to confirm their concerns. Walden & Woods (2011), however, also point
out the vulnerability of that data, not at least because of the way how the current EU framework on
electronic communications law is organised. The aforementioned e-Privacy Directive provides
explicit safeguards for the confidentiality of communications and the related traffic, and listening,
tapping, storage or other kinds of interception or surveillance (Art. 5 (1) e-Privacy Directive;
European Parliament and the Council, 2002b). Having said that, the scope of that provision is
restricted to providers of public communications networks and publicly available electronic
communications services. It does not extend to providers of broadcasting services, interactive apps,
personalised recommenders or smart TVs.

In a similar vein qualified the Dutch Data Protection Authority’ viewing data as sensitive
data, the processing of which can have “a major impact on those concerned” (CBP, 2013). In so
doing, the authority also highlights the particular vulnerability of such data, and the need to protect
them effectively. In the enforcement action against Ziggo, the authority also makes an explicit link to
communications freedom, and the fact that viewing data can also reveal the content of
communications. Ziggo, the regulatee, is a vertically integrated providers of interactive television
services with its own content delivery network, which is the reason why they have the obligation to
ensure the confidentiality of communications, including when delivering interactive television
services. This particular aspect underscores that the legal distinction between distribution and content
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services can lead to asymmetric regulation where the confidentiality of some providers’ interactive television services are regulated while others are not.

The German Telemedia Act makes the protection of the usage data on media consumption an obligation for the providers too, as does general data protection law. In this light, the specific provisions in the German Telemedia Service Act are exemplary as they do acknowledge, and specifically address the particular sensitivity of viewers data for interception and unauthorised access by third parties. Parts of the German provisions about media services specifically relate to the security of viewing data, and users have a right to use online media services unobserved by third parties (Ghiglieri et al., 2016). The relevant Guidelines on Smart TV prescribe the use of state-of-the-art encryption technology and a range of other measures on technical security (Düsseldorfer Kreis, 2015). In addition, German law prohibits the sharing of personal data on the use of covered media services with third parties, even if pseudonymised; a provision which could only be overridden with the explicit consent of the user. Only anonymised usage data can be shared with third parties for market research and analytical purposes (Düsseldorfer Kreis, 2015).

Although general data protection law would apply in all situations, in light of the above said an argument in favour of protecting the confidentiality and security of interconnected television and content services can be made. The added value of a confidentiality and security duty would be that collecting and using viewing behaviour, including sharing it with third parties, would only be possible with the explicit consent of the individuals concerned. It is important to note that this would not prevent the provisions of personalised recommendations and other value-added services for which there is a demand. But it would limit more effectively the use of data on viewing behaviour for purposes unrelated to rendering the service and limit substantially the ability to share individual profiles with third parties. The outcome would be similar to the creative solution adopted by the Dutch Data Protection Authority to ascribe sensitivity to personal data on viewing behaviour in order to limit its use, without explicit consent, for purposes other than providing the service.

5.3 Personalised advertising and media consumer protection

Moreover, to the extent that viewers’ data is being used to offer new personalised services, or to target the audience with behavioural advertising, the values and objectives behind media law can throw new light on these practices, too. The European Commission (2013), in its Green Paper on Convergence, did, for example, refer explicitly to new forms of personalised advertising, but, once again, reference was only made to data protection law. Behavioural targeting, however, could also challenge the application of the existing rules on advertising and fair commercial practices in media law. Media law has a long tradition of seeking the right balance between the interests of media consumers to be informed and entertained, and the amount of, and form in which advertising is used to finance media content.

To this end, EU media law set limits to the amount of advertising that the audience can be required to watch.17 Needless to say, comparable rules about how much personal information users can reasonably be required to share in exchange for programming and (value-added) services are still lacking. Then there are media law-specific requirements about the permissibility of targeting advertising at minors.18 And the protection of editorial independence and the trust of the audience in
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18 See e.g. Art. 9(1)(e) and (g) of the Audiovisual Media Service Directive (European Parliament and of the Council, 2010).
that independence are important values in media regulation – values that may also become highly relevant in a situation in which the media move steadily towards new, more behavioural forms of advertising (see for more in-depth explanation Helberger, 2016). At this point in time, there is very little debate about and research into how these values translate to the trend to personalised services and targeted advertisements, and whether the existing media law framework lives up to the requirements of a connected and smart television world.

5.4 Competencies and the need for collaboration between data protection and media supervisory authorities

We have argued that key values in media law but also electronic communications law, such as freedom of expression, confidentiality of communications but also concerns about pluralism and diversity can be important considerations in the context of smart TVs and interconnected audiovisual media services. As already the European Commission (2013) in its Convergence Green Paper has indicated, in the EU legal system, matters related to the collection and processing of personal data fall commonly under data protection law. As we have demonstrated, the collection and processing of personal data can also touch upon important interests and principles that are not directly related to data protection law, but that are subject matter to media and communications law.

The current division of competencies between data protection authorities, communications and media supervisory authorities renders the realisation of these values in the smart TV context more difficult. How far this division of labour between data protection and media authorities goes, and how problematic it can be may be demonstrated by the following example from the Netherlands. This example does not relate directly to smart TVs, but to the collection and processing of personal data by the media, and more specifically the use of so-called cookie-walls to make users agree to the media’s data collection and processing strategies.

In response to discussions about the implementation of the cookie provisions in the e-Privacy Directive, a large number of media companies, including the public service broadcasters, started presenting users with take-it-or-leave-it choices in the form of so called cookie-walls. These cookie-walls were essentially pop-ups that gave users the choice to either grant the media permission to use cookies, or not access the website. It were the cookie-walls by the Dutch public service media that were considered the most problematic, and caused most public resistance. By the end of 2012, the Dutch Parliament decided, in light of the controversies and ongoing protests, that there was a need for action, which eventually led to an amendment of the Dutch rules.19 Maybe the most remarkable aspect of the parliamentary debate was the absence of any consideration of media law and policy, and the question of how making access to the websites of the public service media conditional upon the acceptance of all sorts of tracking and profiling correlates to the mission of the public service media. And maybe even more remarkable was that, in the end, it was not the regulatory authority for the broadcasting sector, but the Dutch Data Protection Authority, that criticised the use of cookie-walls by the public service media:

The main objective in financing the NPO (Dutch Public Broadcasting Organisation) from the public budget is that the NPO offers a public service, which is essential for everyone in our society. There is no alternative available to users of online services to access the information and emissions of the public service media. It can therefore be said that NPO has a factual monopoly. Through forcing the acceptance of cookies users are paying for their visit with

19 Article11.7a, 3b of the Dutch Telecommunications Act (Telecommunicatiewet).
their personal data. This cannot be regarded as free and valid consent (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2013).

In doing this, the Authority made a remarkable effort of stretching the interpretation of data protection law, with arguments that relate rather to the public mission of the public service media. Later the Dutch Data Protection Authority opened an investigation into the use of cookies by public service media, but this again was confined to the application of data protection law (CBP, 2014).

By contrast, the Dutch Media Authority, the competent authority for the media sector, took no part in the debate, because matters of data protection law do not fall under its competency, and media law does not make any explicit reference to the placing of cookie walls in the (public service) media. Arguably, a closer investigation of Dutch media law might have provided additional arguments for the Media Authority to assess the cookie walls. According to Article 2(f) of the Dutch Media Act, for example, programmes of the public service media need to be accessible for everyone. The question is: to what extent are they fulfilling this requirement by indiscriminately tracking users’ activities on the websites of the public service media? The lack of choice for accessing public service information anonymously could potentially affect at least the more privacy-conscious members of the Dutch population. And Article 3 of the Dutch Media Act requires the public service media to make programmes available to all households at no additional cost - other than the purchase of the necessary hardware (e.g. TV set). It could be argued that the requirement to give personal data in exchange for a programme could be considered to be such a prohibited, additional cost. And yet, the media authorities remained silent in this important debate, because it concerned matters of data collection and processing, and as such fall under the competencies of data protection authorities.

While the Dutch data protection authority did a remarkable effort in advancing the public interest argument, it was equally clear that it had neither the competencies nor the experience to decide in matters related to media law and policy. Remarkably and rather ironically, this division of tasks has its origins in a provision that was originally meant to protect freedom of expression interests of the media and users, namely data protection law’s media exception. The cookie-wall example has also made clear that under today’s conditions of data-driven media markets, the division of tasks that is the result of this exception can be also an obstacle, rather than a guarantee for freedom of expression, and the legitimate interests of media users.

6. Conclusions: Users’ viewing privacy in the light of changing market realities

After its investigation into personal data flows from smart TVs, the German consumer test institute recommended that users should disable the HbbTV functionality or not connect the smart TV to the Internet at all (Stiftung Warentest, 2014). This cannot be the right way forward but should be a wake-up call to the EU and national policy makers to assess the new risks to users’ viewing privacy in the light of changing market realities. In this article, we argued that collecting information about users’ media consumption does not raise issues about privacy and data protection alone, but also about (audiovisual) media law and policy in the EU and in Member States.

Over the past few years we have seen some important initiatives by regulatory authorities in the Netherlands and Germany on how to reconcile the growing demand for users’ personal data with the interests of media users. These initiatives confirmed that the user of media services, and public media services in particular, may require a higher, or at least different level of protection when consuming media content than, for example, when buying shoes online. This is because, as the Dutch Data Protection Authority has put it, this is information that can give a pertinent picture of someone’s interests or social background, habits and preferences and that can be used to influence users in a way
that impacts on their rights and interests. In case of media users, in addition to privacy these are also interests that flow from the right to freedom of expression, unhindered information access and media pluralism.

As such, media user privacy is not only a matter for data protection law and data protection authorities. It is also a matter for media law, and media authorities. And yet, apart from the usual provision on balancing the Charter’s fundamental rights, in the reform proposal of the Audiovisual Media Service Directive there is not one single reference to matters of privacy or data protection. This lack of any clear references to media user privacy in media law is in line with the division of tasks that EU and Member States’ laws handle between matters of privacy and the media, with the notable exception of Germany. This division of tasks has also been confirmed in the European Commission’s Green Paper on Convergence (2013). Here, the Green Paper acknowledges that the processing of personal is in many cases part of the functioning of new media services, to then directly refer to data protection law, without any considerations of any possible further implications for media law.

As this article has shown: In view of the changing market realities media law and data protection law no longer co-exist in clinical isolation but tie in when the tracking and monitoring of users’ media consumption touch very traditional values and objectives of media policy. Hence, leaving the matter to data protection law alone would not recognise the intrinsic link between media consumption and the freedom to receive information that is a tenet of the fundamental right to freedom of expression. Instead media policy should recognise the specific role of audiovisual and online media for individuals’ formation of opinions, which, to our mind, calls for additional safeguards from incessant tracking and monitoring by a host of providers.

Very concretely, we developed four recommendations for future media policy, both, at EU Member States’ levels: First, and inspired by innovative approaches in the Germany, EU law should protect the confidentiality and security of data about users media behaviour. Granting users a right to watch anonymously should be part of that protection, as much as the obligation to protect the data from unauthorised access, and apply restraint in sharing the data with third parties. As the technical tests in the beginning of this article have demonstrated, the confidentiality of that data is not a given in the current smart TV environment.

Second, granting users a right to anonymity is a useful first step towards acknowledging their heightened interest in privacy, and yet, it is not enough. This is the more as data collection and processing will often come with the promise of more functionality and value added services, a promise that more privacy-sensitive users should not be forced to forgo. Instead, there is a need to ensure that the way personal data is collected and processed does not interfere with legitimate rights and interests of media users, notably to receive information. Principles of media pluralism come into mind, but also principles of equality and that nobody should be principally excluded from information access, based on her profile. This again would seem to include a right to specifically reject personalisation, or effectuate a positive right of choice, as already the Dutch Data Protection Authority hinted at. Since personalised recommendations will be an important application of data in a smart TV environment, it is high time to revisit the regulation of EPGs, and here in particular the national initiatives to promote public policy values such as diversity and inclusiveness.
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20 Recital 31of European Commission, 2016.
21 “The moment data generated during the consumption of audiovisual media services relates to an identified or identifiable natural person, it is personal data, and as a consequence falls under the scope of the EU Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC).” (European Commission, 2013)
Third, this also would include effective means to manage permissions, in other words users’ express consent to collect viewing data in relation to specific purposes, instead of tying permissions for desired functionalities with less desirable one. This could require media-specific interpretations of how the new data protection principles of privacy by design and default should be implemented. In 2016, the German consumer test organisation criticized that users of Smart TVs are expected to manage permissions for each television channel and media app separately, some of which require up to three opt-out from different means of tracking (Stiftung Warentest, 2016). In this regard, a right to anonymity of media consumption may help affirm the default that datavaillance of media consumption requires users’ explicit consent.

Fourth, matters of media users’ privacy require cooperation between data protection and media authorities, similar to the remarkable alliance of German authorities in media and data protection when adopting the joint position on “Smart TV only with smart data protection” (Düsseldorf Kreis & der Datenschutzbeauftragten der öffentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunkanstalten, 2014). Member States’ media authorities should be more vigorous and empowered (in terms of competency as well as funding) in how they pursue media policy objectives in relation to media users’ datavaillance. They should have the ability to cooperate with the competent data protection authorities and avail themselves of opportunities to give their point of view on realising media policy objectives through protecting users’ privacy.

At this point in time two key legislative instruments for EU media policy are up for revision which could both carry new guarantees to protect media user’s from datavaillance. The European Commission presented its proposal to modernise the Audiovisual Media Services Directive in light of changing market realities (European Commission, 2016) and also a proposal for a Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulation (European Commission, 2017). The EU legislator could inject a provision in the reform proposal for the Audiovisual Media Services Directive to the end that users have a right to anonymity when viewing audiovisual media content. Providers should have the obligation to offer such anonymity unless users request personalised recommendation services or, in all other instances, have explicitly consented to the collection and use of data about their media consumption.

The new legislative proposal for a Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulation that should replace today’s e-Privacy Directive (European Commission, 2017) could become a suitable vehicle to carry a proposal on the comprehensive protection of confidentiality and security in connection with interactive television and online content services. In the area of data protection, pursuant to Article 16 TFEU the EU has the exclusive competence to legislate which could be harnessed to introduce provisions that would protect the confidentiality and security of media consumption. It would not be the first time that EU regulation for the electronic communications sector is used to promote media policy objectives (Irion & Valcke, 2015). This reform provides a chance to harmonise the protection of the confidentiality of electronically delivered services in general, including media services, or in relation to the confidentiality of audiovisual media services in particular.
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